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ABSTRACT

A class of estimators for the variance of a finite pop-
ulation is defined using information on two auxiliary var-
iables, one of which is used at the sample selection stage
and other for improving the estimator at the estimation
stage. Asymptotic expressions for bias and mean squared
error are obtained. Asymptotically optimum estimator
(AOE) in the class is investigated with its approximate
mean squared error. Further, a more general class of esti-
mators is also proposed and its properties are discussed.
For illustration, an empirical study is provided.

RESUMEN

Se define una clase de estimadores de la varianza de
una población finita, usando información auxiliar de dos
variables auxiliares, una de las cuales se usa en la etapa de
la selección muestral y otra para mejorar el estimador en
la etapa de estimación. Se obtienen expresiones asintóticas
para el sesgo y el error cuadrático medio. Se investiga el
estimador óptimo asintótico (EOA) en la clase, con su error
cuadrático medio aproximado. Además, se propone tam-
bién una clase de estimadores más general y se discuten
sus propiedades. Se proporciona un estudio empírico como
ilustración.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Suppose that information on two auxiliary variables
related with the study variable y is available. Let a sample
of size n be drawn with PPS (probability proportional to
size) with replacement. Let P¡ denote the probability of
selection (based on one of the two auxiliary variables) of
z'th unit i = 1, 2, ..., N. Let y,- and x¡ denote the values of
the variable under study y and the auxiliary variable x for

the zth unit of the population and (i'.XJ denote their pop-
ulation means respectively. We write

M/ = y i '(MC ). v,- = x¡ /(NP¡ ), M„ = X "í; "' vn = ]L vi < n>
í=i 1=1

^=E(«,--«B)2/(«-!) and*v
2=2>,.-v„)2/(n-l).

Further, we define

al^P^-Y^al^P^-X^,í=i /=i
cu=au/Y, cv = av/X,

Puv = Ml 1 I(0U0V), 0 = /¿21 /(fffrv\

j82(jc)=A/o4/^. &(y)=/W<7«4>
rf = A (x\ y i = MOS / °l, 0 = fe /(fffr v \

Mre = IX«'' - f ï(v' -X)S;r>0,S>0;
¿=i

£ = (*2/c7M
2)-l, S = ( v a f X ) - l , 7i = (s2/a2)-l

such that E(£)=E (S) = E (rj) = 0 and to the first degree
of approximation,

E(e2) = fi(y)/n, ¿(rç2) = $(*)/«, E(S2) = c2/n,

E(sô) = 0cv / n, E(Sri) = 7, cv I n and E(er}) = 6* I n,

where

ßOH&W-l). ^W = (ÄW-1) and 0* =(0-1).

In this paper, we define a class of estimators of the
population variance a2 of the study character y on the
lines of Srivastava and Jhajj (1980) when sampling is done
by the method of probability proportional to a suitable size
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variable which is different from the auxiliary variable used
at the estimation stage. Asymptotic expressions for the bias
and mean squared error of the proposed class of estimators
are derived and the minimum value of mean squared error
is also obtained. Comparison has been made with the con-
ventional estimator of the variance. A more general class
of estimators is also defined with its properties.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The estimator and its properties

Let w = vn IX and z = s2 /a2. Whatever be the sample
chosen, let (w, z) assume values in a bounded closed con-
vex subset, D of the two dimensional real space containing
the point (1, 1). Let h (w, z) be a function of w and z such
that h (1, 1) = 1 and such that it satisfies the following
conditions:

Hence the resulting minimum MSE of Sh is given by

^•^'H^fe^-*2-^;^,)
(4)

Thus we state the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Up to terms of order n~\

'̂(^^-(jTftM-i)

with equality holding if

MU) = (eV,-j32*(^)/{cv(AW-AW-i)}l

(5)

ed.
1. In D, the function h (w, z) is continuous and bound- /12(1,!)= (y,0 —0*j/(/}2(.Jt:) —/}i(jc) —l) (6)

2. The first and second partial derivatives of h (w, z)
exist and are continuous and bounded.

We define the class of estimators of o2 as

Sh=s2h(w,z). (D

Expanding h (w, z) about the point (1, 1) in a second
order Taylor's series and noting that the second order par-
tial derivatives of h (w, z) are bounded, we have

E(Sh) = (72+o(n-})

and so the bias is of the order of ra~'.

Using the results of the section «Material and meth-
ods», we get the mean squared error (MSE) of Sh up to
terms of order n~[,

MSE(Sh) = E(sh-a
2)2 =

= (v4
u/nlti(y)+c2h2(l,l) + ti(x)h

2(l,l)+ (2)

+2y,cvA, (1, l)/*2 (1,1) + 20c„Ä, (1,1) + 20* h2 (LI)],

where hi (1, 1) and h2 (1, 1) denote the first partial deriv-
atives of h (w, z) with respect to w and z respectively.

The MSE of S,, is minimized for

Any parametric function h (w, z) such that h (l, 1) =
1 and satisfying the conditions 1 and 2 can generate an
estimator of the class. The class of such estimators is very
large. The following functions for illustration give five
estimators of the class (1),

,(1)(W)Z) = wV,^(w,2) = |± |̂,

/z(3) (w, z) = [1 + a (w - 1) + ß (z - 1)],

A<4> (w, z) = [ï _ a (W - ï) _ j8 (z - l)]"1,

h(5) (w, z) = exp {a (w - 1) + ß (z - 1)},

where a and ß are suitable chosen constants.

Let the five estimators generated by hM (w, z) be de-
noted by

Sh:=S
2h(i\w,z);(i = 1,2,3,4,5).

It is easily seen that the optimum values of constants
a and ß in all the five estimators are same and are given
by the right hand side of (3) (or (6)) and with these opti-
mum values, the asymptotic minimum MSE is given by
(4). For more illustrations the papers of Srivastava and
Jhajj (1980), Singh (1986) and Upadhyaya and Singh
(1985) may be seen.

*i(U) =
(0*7,-&'(*)*)

*2(U) =

(fcW-AW-iK
(7,0-0*)

(AM-AW-i) J

(3)

It is well known that

V(sl) = (alln)ßl(y}.

From (4) and (7) we have

(7)
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v(S
2)-imn.MSE(S„) = (<J2/n) 02 +

(r,*-*')*
(fe(*)-A(*)-i)

which is always positive. Thus the proposed class of esti-
mators Sh is more efficient than conventional unbiased
estimator s2.

The bias of Sh

To obtain the bias of Sh in (1), we assume that the third
partial derivative of h (w, z) also exist and are continuous
and bounded. Then expanding h (w, z) about (l, 1) in third
order Taylor's series, the bias of Sh is obtained as

ß(5Ä) = |^-W/Z,(l,l) + 2ö\(l,l) +
\2n)

+|{cX(U)+2ylCvMU) + £(x)MU)}], (8)

where /zu (1, 1), h]2 (1, 1) and h22 (1, 1) denote the second
order partial derivatives of the function h (w, z) about (l,
1). Thus we observe that the bias of the estimator Sh also
depends upon the second orden partial derivatives of the
function h (w, z) at the point (1, 1) and hence will be
different for different optimum estimators of the class (1).
From (8), the asymptotic bias of any estimator belonging
to the class (1) can easily be obtained.

A -wider class of estimators

In this section we define a class of estimators of a2

wider as well as more efficient than Sh defined in (1). It is
to be noted that the class of estimators Sh fails to include
the difference type estimator

SgW=[s
2+a(w-l)+ß(z-l)]

and the estimator

Sg(2) = a Su

of Singh, Pandey and Hirano (1973) and Searls and Intara-
panich (1990) -type estimator. These estimators led au-
thors to propose the following class of estimators for au

as

Sg=g(s2,w,z), (9)

where g[s2,w,z] is a function of s2, w and z satisfies the
following conditions:

(z) [s2,w,z) assume the values in a bounded closed
convex subset P, of the three dimensional real space con-
taining the point (o^,l,l);

(ii) g(su,u,vj is a continuous and bounded in P;

(Hi) s(<72,l,l) = <r2g,((72,u), (10)

where gi\O'u,l,lj denotes the first partial derivatives with

respect to ^ at (s2,w,z) = (a2,l,l,};

(iv) the first and second order partial derivatives of
g(su,w,zj exist and are continuous and bounded in P.

Expanding g(s2,w,z) about the point (<72,l,lj in a
second order Taylor's series, we have that

E(Sg) = (72gl((J
2,l,l) + o(n-1) (11)

and so the bias of Sg is of order o (l/n).

The MSE of Sg upto terms of order o (n~l) is

MSE(Sg) = E(Sg-a
2

u)
2 =

= [ai{l-g,(aB
2,l,l)}2

+(l/«){A(yK«fK2.Ul)+

+c2
vg¡(alu)+^(x)g¡(all^+2^va

2
ugl(alu)g2(alu)+

+20'a2gl(a
2,l,l)g3(a

2,l,l)

+2ricvg2(au
2,u)g3(a„2,u)}] (12)

where g2\(Tu,'i,l\ and gi(o'u,l,l} denote the first order
partial derivatives of w and z respectively about the point

(,2,w,z) = (a2,U).

The MSE (Sg) at (12) is minimized for

^(<7M
2,l,l) = d } / d ,

S2(°l,U) = -[(RXcu)
2fcv^ (13)

S3(<72,l,l) = (RXcu) d3ld.

where R=Y/X,dl=(ß2 (x) -£,(*)-1),

d2=(^W-710t),d3=(07l-0*)

and rf = [í/1{l + (l/»)(^(v)-^2)}-(l/«)(oí-^71)}

Substituting optimum values of g,(o-2,l,lj, (i = 1, 2, 3)
from (13) into (12) we obtain the minimum MSE of Sg to
terms of order o (w"1),

( 4\
minJlfS£fe) = IM¿,(A*(3')-«2)-(o*-0yI)]/d.

(14)
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From (4) and (14) we have

min.MSE (Sh) - min.MSE (S„) =

.^[4(fe'(y)-»2)-(e'-fr.)f
dd.

(15)

which is always positive. Hence the class of estimators Sg
defined in (9) is more wide as well as more efficient than
the class of estimators Sh. If we set g1i(TM,l,lj = l then the
minimum MSE of the class Sg equals to the minimum MSE
of Sh given in (4).

Empirical illustration

The data under consideration is given in Cochran
(1977, Ch. 2) dealing with data on y = weekly expenditure
on food, jc, = the number of persons in a family, and x2 =
the weekly family income. Here xl is used at the selection
stage and x2 at the estimation stage. The following values
were computed and comparison among different estima-
tors is made for a PPS sample of size n drawn with re-
placement.

F = 27.49, <7„2 = 111.83, ß2(y) = 2.05, ß2(x2) = 3.894,

X2= 72.49, 0^=1163.84, </> = 0.2607, ßl(x2) = 1.663,

7i = V Afe) = L2894 and ö = i-5037

Using these values the relative minimum MSE of va-
rious estimators are computed and assembled in Table I,

where c2 = s2 /v2 and (a*, a, ß) are constants.

Further, to see the pattern of relative efficiencies of
these estimators with respect to s2 are computed for n —
10 and tabled in Table II.

Table II exhibits that the performances of the estimator
e3 is best among all the estimators followed by ¿3(3)

/-
No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
\

Estimator

e°=S«
e^tb/xjtflrf

e\(i)=su(vn'X2)"

e\(2) = Sl(Sl 1 °l}

e\(3) = su\cv ' cv)

e2=S
2+a(W-l)+ß(z-l)

e^=as2
u+a(\v-l}+ß(z-\}

e3(l) = «**«

e3(2) =«*•*«+ «C™-1)

e3(i) = asl+ß(z-l}

e4=s2(a2/S
2)

e5=S
2(x2/v„)

e6=sï-(W-l)-(Z-l)

min.MSE (•) / (o u ¡n)

1.0465

0.9557

0.9785

0.9588

0.9972

0.9557

0.9557 / (1 + 0.9557/«)

1.0465 / (1 + 1.0465/n)

0.9785 / (1 + 0.9785M)

0.9588 / (1 + 0.9588/n)

1.9366

1.0226

1.0391
^

Table I. The relative minimum MSE of different estimators
of al-

f

\

Estimator

«0
e\

e\m
e\(2)
el(3)
«2

«3
e3(l)

«3(2)
E3(3)

«4

«5

«6

Relative efficiency (%)

100
109.50
107.00
109.15
105.00

109.7
120.00
110.45
117.41
119.61
54.038

102.337
100.712 ^

Table II. Showing the per cent relative efficiencies of va-
rious estimators w.r.t. s2 •
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